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Abstract—Load redistribution (LR) attacks have proven to be
hard-detectable and damaging, which require effective correc-
tive schemes to mitigate the impact on power grid operations.
Traditional game-theoretic methods and corrective dispatches
employing static line rating (SLR) have been studied for attack
mitigation based on specific attack objectives but have high dis-
patch cost and limited performance of attack mitigation. This
is because the power transfer capacity of the existing trans-
mission network is underestimated with SLR, and in practical
operations, the specific objective of the adversary is not avail-
able to the defender, which would introduce uncertainties to the
design of corrective schemes. As such, this article incorporates
the dynamic line rating (DLR) technology, which enhances the
power transfer capability of the existing network, to develop the
cost-effective corrective dispatch for mitigating LR attacks with
unknown objectives. Specifically, a DLR-based robust corrective
(DRC) dispatch model is presented, which guarantees the system
security as well as the economic performance. A methodology uti-
lizing the robust counterpart technique and column constraint
generation (CCG) algorithm is proposed to solve the dispatch
model in a decomposition framework. Case studies based on
the IEEE 14- and 118-bus systems verify the performance of the
proposed DRC dispatch in enhancing the cyber–physical security
of power grids.

Index Terms—Attack mitigation, cyber–physical systems,
dynamic line rating (DLR), load redistribution (LR) attacks,
robustness.

I. INTRODUCTION

POWER grids are increasingly vulnerable to cyberattacks
due to the integration of Internet of Things (IoT)
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technologies. Vulnerabilities of the IoT devices and IoT
communication protocols make it possible for adversaries
to disrupt system operations through compromising sensor
measurements [1]–[3]. For example, load redistribution (LR)
attacks [4], which coordinately compromise load and line
flow measurements, can mislead generation dispatch with-
out being detected by system operators. Due to its low cost
and great stealthiness, the LR attack is widely used in var-
ious attack cases as a crucial part and has been shown to
cause severe physical and economic consequences, including
power loss [4], [5], line overload [6]–[8], increased generation
cost [9], [10], etc. Therefore, it is imperative to investigate
effective strategies to reduce the malicious impact of the LR
attack on IoT-based power grids.

In the literature, countermeasures have been widely stud-
ied to protect the IoT-based power grids from the LR attacks.
Various attack prevention methods, such as protection of
critical meters [11]–[13], strengthening of vulnerable trans-
mission lines [14]–[16], reconfiguration of system parame-
ters [17]–[19], etc., were studied to reduce the attack surfaces
and increase the attack difficulty. However, due to the oper-
ational cost and resource constraints, it is unrealistic to
secure all critical and vulnerable assets and to apply frequent
parameter reconfigurations. Therefore, it is vital to deploy
attack mitigation schemes to reduce or alleviate the potential
disruptions and damages caused by the LR attacks.

To reduce the impact of attacks, some previous studies
have developed attack mitigation strategies based on attack
detection results. Li et al. [20] designed an attack mitiga-
tion scheme for load frequency control application, where
the system adjustment signal that is detected abnormal is
replaced with the signal generated by a GAN network to
recover the system stability. In [21], a cyber-secured unit com-
mitment model was proposed to generate the cyber-secured
operating point, which is used to alleviate the attack-induced
overloads if the LR attack is detected. In [22], with the combi-
nations of observable PMUs or smart sensors, a logic judgment
matrix-based algorithm was proposed to isolate the attacks
through comparing the detection decision with the columns of
the judgment matrix. In [23], an iterative optimization-based
method was proposed to recover the preattack values by cor-
recting the outliers detected by the attack detection algorithm
in [24]. However, heavy reliance on the detection schemes
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might induce extra computational costs and result in a delay
in attack mitigation. Considering these issues, attack mitiga-
tion strategies that are independent of detection schemes have
been recently studied using the game-theoretic framework.
For example, a minimax-regret criterion-based model was
presented in [25] to determine the optimal security resources
allocation for reducing the damage after an LR attack, where
the attack objective is modeled as maximizing the system
operation cost. Similarly, a tri-level model considering interac-
tions among defenders, attackers, and operators was developed
in [26] to mitigate the impact of LR attacks on both load
shedding and line overloads, where the attack objective is
modeled as maximizing the load shedding. Moreover, taking
into account the presence of insider threats in practical oper-
ations, a defender–attacker model with information leakage
was proposed in [27] to mitigate the impact of LR attacks on
system operation cost, where the payoffs of the defender and
attacker at the Nash Equilibrium are calculated. In addition to
these game-theoretic methods, various corrective generation
dispatches have also been investigated for attack mitigation,
such as the real-time cyber-secured generation dispatch [28]
and the two-stage scheme incorporating both day-ahead and
real-time generation dispatch [29], where the line overload
problem caused by the LR attacks can be addressed without
attack detection schemes.

Although the studies listed above have yielded fruitful
results on mitigating the LR attacks, there are still challenges
involved. On the one hand, the mitigation strategies developed
in the game-theoretic framework are attack-specific, as they are
designed based on the assumption that the attack objective is
known to the defender. In reality, however, the attacks can have
various objectives, and it is difficult for system defenders to
realize the specific objective of the attack, which might sig-
nificantly reduce the performance of the proposed methods.
That is, the mitigation strategies based on a specific attack
objective are infeasible to deal with diverse LR attacks in
practical operations. On the other hand, even though the cor-
rective generation dispatches in [28] and [29] make efforts
to address the attack objective uncertainties, the flexibility
of the dispatch is limited due to the underestimated power
transfer capability of the transmission network, which results
in unnecessary generation cost and limited attack-mitigation
performance. Specifically, in these studies, static line rating
(SLR) was utilized to represent the capacity of a line, which
is conservative because the actual line capacity varies depend-
ing on real-time meteorological conditions and is greater than
the SLR most of the time [30]. In practice, the technology of
dynamic line rating (DLR) that calculates the real-time thermal
rating has been recently investigated [31], [32], which can be
used to enhance the power transfer capability of the existing
transmission network.

Motivated by the above challenges, this article takes advan-
tage of the DLR technology to design a robust corrective
dispatch to ensure the cyber–physical security of power grids
after diverse LR attacks without assuming specific attack
objectives. The main contributions are listed as follows.

1) This article proposes a DLR-based robust corrective
(DRC) dispatch strategy to mitigate diverse LR attacks

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOMENCLATURE

with unknown objectives without relying on attack
detection results. It shows that the proposed DRC dis-
patch is able to keep the power grids secure against
all possible LR attacks while ensuring the operating
economy.

2) This article reveals the tradeoff between costs and
benefits of incorporating DLR into mitigation of LR
attacks and formulates a weighted multiobjective robust
optimization to coordinately determine the optimal line
rating and the associated mitigation strategy, where
the risk of violating the operation safety arising from
increased line ratings can be reduced while eliminating
the attack impacts.

3) A solution method based on the robust counterpart
technique and the cutting-plane algorithm is designed,
which can solve the formulated optimization in a
decomposition framework with reasonable computa-
tional resources.

4) Numerical studies based on IEEE 14- and 118-bus test
systems validate the cost effectiveness of the proposed
DRC dispatch. The results help to identify the most
vulnerable transmission lines under the LR attacks.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the model of the LR attacks and
the DLR technology. Section III presents the proposed
DRC dispatch for mitigating LR attacks with unknown
objectives. The corresponding solution methodology is
presented in Section IV. The numerical simulation results
are provided in Section V before concluding this article
in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

We consider a power grid G = {N ,L} with the set N of
buses and the set L of transmission lines. The sets Ng ⊆ N
and Nd ⊆ N denote the sets of generator buses and load
buses, respectively. Some important notations in this article
are summarized in Table I.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Example to show the impact of LR attacks: (a) system without attack
and (b) system with attack.

A. LR Attack Model

The LR attack [4] is a type of data injection attack that
achieves its attack objectives through masking the real load
distribution. It manipulates the load measurements with the
attack vector �Pd, such that the load distribution observed by
system operators is

Pd = Pt
d +�Pd (1)

where Pt
d is the actual value of the load distribution. To avoid

being detected, the attack vector �Pd satisfies

1T ·�Pd = 0 (2a)

−τPt
d ≤ �Pd ≤ τPt

d (2b)

where (2a) ensures that the observed total load value remains
unchanged, and (2b) represents the attack magnitude limi-
tation, i.e., the attack on the load measurements does not
exceed fraction τ (such as 50%) of its actual value. Also, the
attacker cooperatively manipulates the line flow measurements
to bypass the bad data detection according to

�Pf = −SF ·KD ·�Pd (3)

where �Pf represents the attack on the line flow measure-
ments, SF is the shift factor matrix of which the (k, i)th
element denotes the change of the power flow at line k with
a change in power injection of bus i, and KD is the bus-load
incidence matrix.

The impact of the LR attacks can be seen from a simple
2-bus toy system shown in Fig. 1. The generator capac-
ity, marginal cost, and line capacity are marked in green
in Fig. 1(a). The actual load is 20 MW at both buses. For
the system without attack, as shown in Fig. 1(a), the deter-
mined dispatch Pg1 = 15 MW and Pg2 = 25 MW enables
the optimal economic operation without violating the safety
requirements. However, in the system with an LR attack, as
shown in Fig. 1(b), the generation dispatch is changed to
Pg1 = 10 MW and Pg2 = 30 MW based on the observed
measurements (marked in blue), making the actual line flow
(10 MW) exceed the line capacity.

B. DLR Technology

DLR is developed to better exploit the power transfer capa-
bility of the power grid, by dynamically adapting the thermal
rating of transmission lines based on the real-time meteoro-
logical conditions [33]. Even though the actual capacity of

Fig. 2. System employing DRC dispatch under LR attacks.

a transmission line for specific meteorological conditions is
determined by its maximum allowable conductor temperature,
which is selected to minimize the loss of conductor strength
and to limit sag to maintain the allowed electrical clearance
along the line, the line thermal rating is usually expressed in
the form of line currents based on the current–temperature
relationship of the line conductor. Specifically, according to
the IEEE 738 standard [34], if the steady-state meteorologi-
cal parameters and the conductor temperature are known, the
real-time line conductor current can be calculated based on
the steady-state heat balance

qc + qr = qs + I2 · R(Tc) (4)

where qc, qr, and qs are the convective heat loss, radiative
heat loss, and solar heating, respectively; and R(Tc) represents
the conductor resistance, which is a function of the conductor
temperature Tc. Therefore, with a given maximum allowable
conductor temperature Tmax

c , the thermal rating of the line is
given by

Imax =
√

qc + qr − qs

R
(
Tmax

c

) (5)

where qc, qr, and qs in (5) can be calculated using the formu-
las given in [34] with monitored or predicted meteorological
parameters.

Note that finding accurate DLR is beyond the scope of this
article. Refer to [32] for detailed information about calculating
accurate forecast of DLR. In the remainder of this article,
we assume that the forecast of DLR is available during the
determination of the robust dispatch against the LR attacks.

III. DRC DISPATCH AGAINST LR ATTACKS WITH

UNKNOWN OBJECTIVES

In this article, in order to mitigate LR attacks with unknown
objectives at a low dispatch cost, the robust dispatch taking
advantage of the DLR technology is analyzed, and a DRC
dispatch method is developed to ensure the system security.
The system employing the DRC dispatch under LR attacks is
shown in Fig. 2.
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A. Robust Dispatch for Attack Mitigation

The objective of the robust dispatch is to mitigate uncertain
LR attacks without depending on the attack detection results.
From the defender’s perspective, the observed load vector Pd

is untrustworthy due to the potential threat of the LR attack.
Suppose the defender makes a generation dispatch Pg based
on the observed load data, the actual power flow of line k
(k ∈ L) resulting from the dispatch can be expressed as

Pf
t
k = SFk · ·

[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�Pd)

]
. (6)

Note that the defender would face uncertainties about the
actual power flow Pf

t
k, because it is difficult for the defender to

estimate the attack value without the knowledge of the specific
control objective of the attack.

In practice, even though the value of the attack vector �Pd

is not known to the defender, he knows that the attack must
satisfy the certain conditions given by (1) and (2). That is,
given the observed load data Pd, the defender is certain that
for any attack within magnitude bound τ , the attack vector
belongs to the set

�(τ) =
{
�Pd|1T ·�Pd = 0,

τPd

τ − 1
≤ �Pd ≤ τPd

τ + 1

}
. (7)

If the defender makes a dispatch such that for any attack in the
set �(τ) the actual power flow of the transmission network can
remain within acceptable operating conditions, then it indicates
that such dispatch can tolerate any attack realization bounded
within τ . Motivated by this, we define the τ -robust dispatch
as follows.

Definition 1 (Robust Dispatch): A dispatch Pg is called τ -
robust if, with the dispatch Pg, the actual power flow satisfies1

∣∣Pf
t
k

∣∣ ≤ Ik ∀k ∈ L ∀�Pd ∈ �(τ) (8)

where Ik is the thermal rating of line k. In the remainder of
this article, |Pf

t
k| − Ik is used to represent the value of over-

load whose positive values indicate the abnormal operating
conditions at line k.

Remark 1: While keeping the total load demand unchanged
helps LR attacks avoid being detected, this characteristic also
makes it reliable to design the robust dispatch without attack
detection, because the robust dispatch determined based on the
observed load data will not result in an imbalance between
generation and load. This makes the robust dispatch a feasible
defense method.

Remark 2: In the τ -robust dispatch, for a given value of τ ,
the set �(τ) can be calculated with the real-time load mea-
surements. Therefore, there is no need to make assumptions
about the uncertainty set of the actual load distributions based
on prior experience or data-driven approaches. Also, the τ -
robust dispatch is effective in ensuring the operating safety
no matter what the attack objective would be. These make
the robust dispatch more practical than previous work [25]
which assumes that the actual load belongs to a predefined
load set and specifies the attack objective as maximizing the
total system operation cost.

1Equation (8) represents the power flow limits at 1 p.u. voltage.

B. Benefits and Costs of Incorporating DLR

The robust dispatch described above can deal with the
uncertainties about the LR attacks but is limited by the power
transfer capacity of the transmission network. On the other
hand, even though the existing transmission network allows
the robust dispatch to have feasible solutions, the defender
would implement the robust dispatch at the risk of increas-
ing the generation cost. These drawbacks can be overcome
by incorporating DLR into the design of the robust dispatch.
Specifically, the extra available transmission line capacity from
DLR could increase the possibility that the robustness design
can have feasible solutions, and allow accommodating more
low-cost generation to replace high-cost generation, which
helps to keep the generation cost within the defender’s budget.

However, due to the strong dependence of DLR on the
meteorological conditions, meteorological uncertainties may
cause forecast errors of DLR. Hence, the actual capacity can-
not be perfectly estimated by the forecast of DLR, which may
bring safety risk to the system operation. For example, if the
actual capacity is less than the DLR due to the forecast error,
then it is possible that the conductor heating makes the line
sag into obstructions below such as trees or telephone lines
without overload alarms. To avoid the risk of violating the
operation safety arising from the forecast errors, the safety
margins between the determined thermal ratings and the actual
capacities of lines have to be taken into account. In this arti-
cle, considering that: 1) SLR is too conservative and 2) the
forecast of DLR is uncertain, we aim to find the optimal ther-
mal rating in the range between SLR and DLR to design the
generation dispatch, such that a τ -robust dispatch against LR
attacks can be obtained with increased transmission capacity
while ensuring reliability against forecast errors of DLR.

C. DRC Dispatch

Based on the above analysis, the DRC dispatch is proposed
to determine the optimal thermal rating and the associated
τ -robust dispatch, with the objectives of cooperatively min-
imizing the total generation cost and maximizing the safety
margin of the transmission capacity. As there exists a fun-
damental tradeoff between these two objectives, the objective
function is constructed as a weighted sum of the total gener-
ation cost and the determined thermal ratings to strike the
balance. Similar to the traditional economic dispatch, the
proposed DRC dispatch is a real-time application which should
be performed every 15 min to maintain the system security.
The mathematical formulation of the DRC dispatch is given
as follows:

(P0) : min
Pg,I

ω ·
∑
i∈Ng

cg
i Pgi + (1− ω) ·

∑
k∈L

Ik (9a)

s.t.
∑
i∈Ng

Pgi =
∑
i∈Nd

Pdi (9b)

Pgi
≤ Pgi ≤ Pgi , i ∈ Ng (9c)

Ik ≤ Ik ≤ Ik, k ∈ L (9d)∣∣SFk · ·
[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�Pd)

]∣∣ ≤ Ik

∀�Pd ∈ �(τ), k ∈ L (9e)
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where ω is a preset weight, and {Pg, I} are the decision vari-
ables of the problem. The equality constraint (9b) is the power
balance equation. Note that it is feasible to get the actual total
load demand for the constraint (9b) from the observed load
vector without detecting the LR attack, because the LR attack
does not change the total value of the load distribution. The
inequality (9c) represents the generation limits. The inequal-
ity (9d) represents the constraints on the determined thermal
ratings, where Ik and Ik are the SLR and DLR, respectively,
of line k. Here, the DLR value should be updated within 15
min, since the DLR value should be established prior to the
real-time DRC dispatch [35]; this is viable because advanced
tools have made it feasible to establish DLR in near real
time, for example, the ensemble-learning method [32] has been
used to generate the forecast value of DLR within 10 min.
Inequality (9e) is the constraint ensuring the robustness of
the dispatch according to (6) and Definition 1. Note that in
this model, the incorporation of DLR technology can increase
the possibility of finding feasible solutions for the robustness
design simultaneously with the reduction of the dispatch cost
incurred by the robustness design. That is, by coordinating
the DLR technology with the robustness design, the system
defenders are able to cost effectively address the issue that
the attack objectives are unknown to them when mitigating
the LR attacks.

The DRC dispatch model (P0) is a τ -robust dispatch where
τ acts as a constant parameter. Given a specified value of τ ,
the optimal generation dispatch Pg obtained by solving the
problem (P0) is able to mitigate all possible LR attacks whose
attack magnitudes are less than or equal to the value of τ .
Therefore, the larger the value of τ that is used to design the
DRC dispatch, the better for system security under unknown
LR attacks. However, the larger the value of τ used in the DRC
dispatch, the more power transfer capacity will be required
to ensure feasible solutions. Consequently, there are tradeoffs
between the requirement of using physical system resources and
security performance when selecting the value of τ in practical
operations. Fortunately, since the power systems usually behave
in a quasistatic manner [36], and the proposed dispatch method
is a real-time application which is performed every 15 min
(a very short period), it is expected that the load does not
change much in normal conditions; thus, it is reasonable to
assume that a rational adversary would implement LR attacks
with small attack magnitude in case the attacks will be easily
detected. As a result, it is unnecessary to set a large value of
τ for the DRC dispatch in practical operations, for instance,
the defender can set the value of τ equal to the upper bound
of the historical load perturbation in a 15-min sampling time.

IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

The model (P0) formulated in Section III is a robust pro-
gramming problem, where finitely many variables {Pg, I} are
subject to infinitely many inequality constraints given by (9e).
As the problem (P0) is intractable in its current form, we apply
the robust counterpart techniques to transform it into a bilevel
optimization and solve it based on the column and constraint
generation (C&CG) algorithm.

Fig. 3. Bilevel model of DLR-based robust dispatch.

A. Robust Counterpart of the Problem (P0)

To obtain the computationally tractable robust counterpart
of (P0), the infinitely many constraints (9e) can be equivalently
reformulated as the following finite set of constraints:

max
�Pd∈�(τ)

∣∣SFk · ·
[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�Pd)

]∣∣ ≤ Ik, k ∈ L
(10)

because the feasibility of keeping the actual power flow within
the rating value for all values of �(τ) is equivalent to ensuring
the supremum of the actual power flow over �(τ) remains
within the rating value.

Based on this reformulation, the original problem (P0) can
be transformed into a bilevel optimization with |L| inner prob-
lems shown in Fig. 3. The mathematical formulation of the
bilevel model is

(P1) : min
Pg,I

ω ·
∑
i∈Ng

cg
i Pgi + (1− ω) ·

∑
k∈L

Ik (11a)

s.t.
∑
i∈Ng

Pgi =
∑
i∈Nd

Pdi (11b)

Pgi
≤ Pgi ≤ Pgi , i ∈ Ng (11c)

Ik ≤ Ik ≤ Ik, k ∈ L (11d)

O∗k ≤ 0, k ∈ L (11e)

O∗k = max
�Pd

{∣∣SFk · ·
[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�Pd)

]∣∣− Ik

(11f)

s.t. 1T ·�Pd = 0 (11g)
τPd

τ − 1
≤ �Pd ≤ τPd

τ + 1

}
, k ∈ L. (11h)

Different from the traditional bilevel optimization in which
the upper level problem interacts with only one lower
level problem, problem (P1) has |L| lower level prob-
lems interacting with the upper level. Specifically, given
the value of {Pg, I} from the upper level, each lower level
problem (11f)–(11h) indexed by k identifies the supremum of
overload of line k under all LR attacks. The supremum values
O∗k , k ∈ L are then transferred to the upper level to update the
robust dispatch strategy and the thermal ratings.

B. C&CG Algorithm

Since the lower level problems of (P1) are nonconvex
due to the absolute function in (11f) and the convexifica-
tion would introduce binary variables, it is difficult to directly
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apply either the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions or the strong
duality theorem to obtain the equivalent single-level formu-
lation of (P1). Hence, it is better to solve problem (P1) in
a master-subproblem decomposition framework with cutting-
plane methods. As the binary variables for convexifying the
absolute function prevent deriving dual variables to formulate
dual cuts, the C&CG algorithm [37] generating primal cuts
for solving the problem is used in this article.

1) Subproblem: For each transmission line k, the subprob-
lem of (P1) calculates the corresponding worst case LR attack
that causes the maximal overload for a given master problem
solution {Pg, I}. To obtain the tractable subproblem, the objec-
tive function (11f) needs to be linearized. Specifically, we
introduce auxiliary variables sk, tk and use big-M reformula-
tions to remove the absolute functions in (11f) as follows:∣∣SFk · ·

[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�Pd)

]∣∣ = sk + tk
SFk · ·

[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�Pd)

] = sk − tk
0 ≤ sk ≤ M · σk

0 ≤ tk ≤ M · (1− σk)

σk ∈ {0, 1}. (12)

By substituting (12) into (11f), we obtain the subproblem
consisting of a set of mixed-integer linear problems indexed
by k. The mathematical formulation is given by

(SP) :

{
O∗k = max

�Pd,sk,tk,σk

sk + tk − Ik (13a)

s.t. SFk · ·
[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�Pd)

] = sk − tk (13b)

0 ≤ sk ≤ M · σk (13c)

0 ≤ tk ≤ M · (1− σk) (13d)

σk ∈ {0, 1} (13e)

1T ·�Pd = 0 (13f)
τPd

τ − 1
≤ �Pd ≤ τPd

τ + 1

}
, k ∈ L (13g)

which can be solved using commercial solvers, such as
“MOSEK” [38]. The optimal solution is a set of worst case
attack vectors, each of which corresponds to the maximal
overload for every transmission line. Let{

�P∗d(1, j), �P∗d(2, j), . . . ,�P∗d(|L|, j)
}

denote the set of worst case attacks obtained at the jth
interaction, then a set of cutting planes in the form of∣∣SFk · ·

[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�P∗d(k, j)

)]∣∣ ≤ Ik, k ∈ L
(14)

can be generated, which are then included into the master
problem.

2) Master Problem: The master problem is a valid relax-
ation of the original problem (P1). The initial master problem
is obtained from (P1) by removing constraints (11e)–(11h).
During the C&CG calculation procedure, the cutting planes
generated from the subproblem are iteratively added to the
master problem. Given any master problem solution, the
optimal solution of the subproblem is an extreme point of
its feasible region, thus the generated cutting planes are the

feasibility cuts of the original problem (P1). Hence, adding
the cutting planes would narrow the search space to include
the feasible solutions of (P1). After j iterations, the master
problem is

(MP) : min
Pg,I

ω ·
∑
i∈Ng

cg
i Pgi + (1− ω) ·

∑
k∈L

Ik (15a)

s.t.
∑
i∈Ng

Pgi =
∑
i∈Nd

Pdi (15b)

Pgi
≤ Pgi ≤ Pgi , i ∈ Ng (15c)

Ik ≤ Ik ≤ Ik, k ∈ L (15d)∣∣SFk · ·
[
KP · Pg −KD · (Pd −�P∗d(k, l)

)]∣∣ ≤ Ik

k ∈ L ∀l ≤ j. (15e)

3) Detailed Procedure of C&CG Algorithm: The detailed
algorithm to solve problem (P1) is summarized as follows.

1) Initialization with the number of iteration j = 0.
2) Solve the master problem (15) (or the initial master

problem when j = 0), determine the optimal solution
{Pg(j), I(j)}.

3) Solve the subproblem (13) based on {Pg(j), I(j)}, deter-
mine the set of worst case attack vectors, i.e.,{

�P∗d(1, j), �P∗d(2, j), . . . , �P∗d(|L|, j)
}

and update the corresponding maximal overload O∗k(j)
for each transmission line, i.e.,

O∗k(j) =
∣∣SFk · ·

[
KP · Pg(j)−KD · (Pd −�P∗d(k, j)

)]∣∣
− Ik(j).

4) If O∗k(j) ≤ 0 for all k ∈ L, return {Pg(j), I(j)} and ter-
minate. Otherwise, set j ← j+ 1, generate the new set
of cuts based on (14) and go to step 2).

V. CASE STUDIES

In this section, case studies based on the IEEE 14- and
118-bus test systems are conducted to validate the effective-
ness of the DRC dispatch against uncertain LR attacks and to
demonstrate the impact of incorporating DLR on the economic
and secure performance of power systems. We also com-
pare the effects of the proposed DRC dispatch and traditional
corrective dispatch. The software toolbox MATPOWER [39]
is used to provide initial information of the test systems.
The toolbox “YALMIP” [40] together with the “MOSEK”
solver [38] are used to solve the subproblem and master
problem to obtain the optimal DRC dispatch.

A. Cost Effectiveness of the DRC Dispatch

To show the effectiveness of the proposed DRC dispatch in
detail, we use the IEEE 14-bus system as the test system. The
load data used in the tests and the generator parameters are
given in Tables II and III, respectively. The value of SLR is
60 MW for all the transmission lines, and the value of DLR
is set to be 1.4 times SLR. Other configuration data of the test
system is obtained from the MATPOWER package [41].

For comparison, we implement the following two types of
dispatches.
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TABLE II
LOAD DATA (MW)

TABLE III
GENERATOR PARAMETERS

TABLE IV
GENERATION OUTPUTS (MW) AND COST OF THE BASE-CASE

DISPATCH AND THE DRC DISPATCH

1) Base-Case Dispatch: economic dispatch where SLR is
applied and LR attacks are not considered.

2) Proposed DRC dispatch with different values of τ . (Note
that adversaries usually do not launch the LR attacks
whose magnitude level is greater than 0.5 for the purpose
of avoiding detection. Hence, the value of τ considered
in our tests will not exceed 0.5.)

Table IV shows the generation outputs and total generation
cost corresponding to the base-case dispatch and the DRC
dispatches with τ = 0.1, τ = 0.3, and τ = 0.5. The actual
load is case 1. It can be seen that the total generation cost of the
base-case dispatch is 7437.5 $/h. Compared to the base-case
dispatch which only considers the economic performance of
the system, the DRC dispatch results in lower total generation
cost, even when τ = 0.5. This is because in the base-case
dispatch, SLR limits the output of the low-cost generator at
bus 1. In contrast, in the DRC dispatch, the additional power
transfer capacity allows the low-cost generator at bus 1 to
generate more power, and thus, results in a cost reduction.

Table V provides the information about the optimally deter-
mined thermal ratings in the different DRC dispatches and
the corresponding safety margins. LD represents the index
of transmission lines that have thermal ratings greater than
the SLR, and the indices in the bold text refer to the lines
where the optimally determined thermal rating is equal to the
DLR. It shows that in the DRC dispatch with a higher level
of robustness, more transmission lines benefit from the DLR
technology as their capacities are better utilized. For example,
in the DRC dispatch with τ = 0.5, nine transmission lines,
i.e., {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 15}, have increased thermal ratings,
where the capacity of lines 1, 3, and 10 is fully utilized with
the thermal rating equal to the DLR. It can be inferred that

TABLE V
LINES WITH INCREASED THERMAL RATINGS AND SAFETY MARGINS IN

DIFFERENT DRC DISPATCHES

TABLE VI
OVERLOADS (MW) OF EACH TRANSMISSION LINE CAUSED BY THE

CORRESPONDING WORST CASE LR ATTACK UNDER THE BASE-CASE

DISPATCH AND DRC DISPATCH

the transmission lines 1, 3, and 10 are more vulnerable to LR
attacks since they would carry more power under attack. In
addition, the results show that the DRC dispatch with τ = 0.1,
τ = 0.3, and τ = 0.5 are able to avoid the safety risk resulting
from the forecast errors of DLR, with the safety margins being
417.32, 396.75, and 369.57 MW, respectively. These sufficient
safety margins indicate that with the proposed DRC dispatch,
the risk of violating the operation safety due to the increased
line ratings can be avoided.

Table VI illustrates the maximum attack-induced overload
of each transmission line in the systems employing the base-
case dispatch and the DRC dispatch. The value of overload is
calculated using |Pf

t
k| − Ik as indicated in Definition 1, which

would be positive during the abnormal operating conditions.
The results show that in the system employing the base-case
dispatch, the numbers of transmission lines that could be in
abnormal operating conditions are 3, 5, and 8 under the LR
attacks of the magnitude levels 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5, respectively.
However, in the system employing the DRC dispatches, all the
transmission lines are operating within their capacities even
under the worst case LR attacks. In summary, the results from
Tables IV–VI indicate the cost effectiveness of the proposed
DRC dispatch and its ability to tolerate DLR forecast errors.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Impact of DLR incorporation on power systems operating at different
load levels. (a) Base-case load level. (b) High load level.

B. Impact of DLR Incorporation

To show the impact of the incorporation of DLR, we
implement

1) robust corrective dispatch without incorporating DLR;
2) proposed DRC dispatch

to compare their effects in mitigating LR attacks of different
magnitude levels. Here, we use the IEEE 14-bus test system
as an example. In the implementation of the proposed DRC
dispatch, different ratios of DLR to SLR are used to simulate
different meteorological conditions, considering the possible
influence of varying meteorological environment. In the robust
dispatch without incorporating DLR, the value of SLR is used
to establish the corresponding robustness constraint, and the
objective is set to only minimize the total generation cost.
Moreover, two different load scenarios are used in the tests to
include the effect of load level.

Fig. 4 shows the simulation results corresponding to a
base-case load level and a high load level, where the total
generation costs for maintaining robustness against LR attacks
of magnitude (i.e., τ ) ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 are illustrated.
The base-case load is obtained from the MATPOWER pack-
age [41], and the high load level is set to be 150% of the
base-case load level. It should be noted that with DLR/SLR=1,
the total generation cost corresponds to the robust corrective
dispatch without incorporating DLR. And for the dispatches
that have no feasible solution, the total generation cost is null,
which will not be displayed on the graph.

As shown in Fig. 4(a), at the base-case load level, both
types of the robust corrective dispatches are feasible to mit-
igate LR attacks even when τ = 0.5. However, the robust
corrective dispatch without incorporating DLR has a higher
total generation cost compared to the proposed DRC dispatch.

In fact, for the proposed DRC dispatch, the total generation
cost decreases with the value of DLR and will reach the min-
imum cost, i.e., 5.18e3$/h, under some good meteorological
conditions. Therefore, at a low load level, incorporating DLR
into the robust dispatch makes it possible to mitigate uncertain
LR attacks with the minimum dispatch cost. By comparison,
as shown in Fig. 4(b), when the system is operating at a high
load level, the robust corrective dispatch without incorporating
DLR is infeasible to mitigate the LR attacks of high magni-
tude levels, while the proposed DRC dispatch is feasible to
mitigate the LR attacks of these magnitudes under some good
meteorological conditions. For example, when the proposed
DRC dispatch is applied, the LR attacks bounded within
τ = 0.4 and τ = 0.5 can be mitigated under the meteoro-
logical conditions where DLR/SLR≥1.1 and DLR/SLR≥1.3,
respectively. In summary, the incorporation of DLR can sig-
nificantly improve both the economic and secure performance
of power systems, especially when the systems are operating
at a high load level.

C. Comparison of Mitigation Strategies With and Without
Assuming Specific Attack Objectives

To show the advantage of not specifying attack objectives in
the design of mitigation strategies, we test both the proposed
DRC dispatch that does not specify attack objectives and a
traditional attack-specific mitigation strategies for comparison.
Similar to [25], the traditional attack-specific strategy is simu-
lated as a game-theoretic optimization that assumes the attack
objective as maximizing the system operation cost, and the
DLR technology is also used in the traditional attack-specific
strategy to exclude the effect of DLR incorporation on the
comparison results. The actual attack is simulated as an LR
attack whose objective is to maximize the post-attack over-
load at the transmission line 3 (the line connecting bus 2 and
bus 3). The IEEE 14-bus system is used as an example, where
the actual load is case 2 given in Table II.

Table VII shows the control decisions of the two mitigation
strategies and the corresponding consequences for the physical
system. Both of the strategies determine the optimal thermal
ratings and the associated generation dispatch for attack miti-
gation. It can be seen that compared to the traditional strategy
where only line 3 has the determined thermal rating greater
than the SLR, the DRC dispatch where most of the lines have
the determined thermal rating greater than the SLR makes
better utilization of the power transfer capacity of the trans-
mission network. With the determined line ratings and the
generation dispatches, the actual power flows of the trans-
mission network in the presence of attack are given in the
8th and 9th columns. It shows that under the DRC dispatch,
all the power flows of the transmission network are within
the line thermal ratings. However, under the traditional strat-
egy, the power flows of lines 1, 3, and 6 are 70.2, 106.8,
and −84.3 MW, respectively, which exceed the corresponding
thermal ratings and would incur unnecessary relay actions.
The dispatch costs of the DRC and the traditional strategy are
1.314×104 $/h and 1.274×104 $/h, respectively. It is reason-
able that the DRC dispatch has a higher cost, because both
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TABLE VII
COMPARISON RESULTS BETWEEN THE DRC AND THE TRADITIONAL

MITIGATION STRATEGIES

TABLE VIII
RUNTIME FOR DIFFERENT DISPATCHES

of the strategies employ the DLR technology but the DRC
dispatch is robust against diverse LR attacks.

D. Scalability of Proposed DRC Dispatch

To demonstrate the scalability of the proposed method, we
test the DRC dispatch on the modified IEEE 118-bus test
system which has 186 transmission lines and 54 generators.
The base-case dispatch and the economic dispatch with DLR
applied are also conducted to provide a comparison. The DLR
is assumed to be 1.4 times SLR and the value of τ is set to
be 0.3 in the tests.

The results of the maximum attack-induced overload of each
transmission line obtained from different dispatches are shown
in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the worst case overload of all
transmission lines are nonpositive only when the DRC dispatch
is employed. This reveals the importance of the coordination
between the robustness design and the DLR incorporation.

Moreover, we measure the runtime for the different dis-
patches. We average the runtime over 100 runs. The results
are shown in Table VIII. It can be observed that even though
it requires more time to solve the DRC dispatch, our method
can still satisfy the real-time requirement.

We also illustrate the tradeoff between the costs and benefits
of incorporating the DLR technology based on the IEEE 118-
bus test system. First, we calculate the total operation cost and
the safety margin of the optimal DRC dispatch for different
values of the weight ω. The results are shown in Fig. 6 (top
figure). In Fig. 6 (bottom figure), we plot the tradeoff between
the safety margin and the total generation cost of the DRC

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Overloads (MW) of each transmission line caused by the correspond-
ing worst case LR attack under different dispatches. (a) Base-case dispatch.
(b) Economic dispatch with DLR applied. (c) Proposed DRC dispatch.

dispatch. It can be seen that the total operation cost increase
with the safety margin, which confirms the intuition that the
economical benefits of the DRC dispatch will decrease when
the safety margin increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

This article analyzed the cost-effective mitigation strategies
against uncertain LR attacks in power grids, taking advantage
of the benefits of DLR technology in utilizing transmission
line capacity. A DRC dispatch model considering the cost–
benefit tradeoff of DLR incorporation was presented, which
provides the desired level of system robustness against LR
attacks without introducing excessive dispatch cost from the
robust design. A methodology based on the robust counter-
part techniques and C&CG algorithm was proposed to solve
the DRC dispatch model. Case studies demonstrate that with
the incorporation of DLR, the proposed DRC dispatch can
economically mitigate all possible LR attacks within a cer-
tain magnitude level without the knowledge of the control
objective of the attacks, while at the same time maintaining
a sufficient safety margin to avoid the safety risk from the
uncertainties of DLR forecast. The proposed model provides
an insight into the application of DLR technology to enhance
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Fig. 6. Tradeoff between the costs and benefits of incorporating the DLR
technology.

the cyber–physical security of power grids and helps motivate
further research in learning how DLR can be optimally inte-
grated into protective measures in power grids. Future work
will address additional problems, e.g., mitigation methods for
more general cyberattacks.
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